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Coordination, human interaction and intersubjectivity: The 
importance of passing and exchanging objects “correctly”. How is 
this organized and accomplished in everyday social interaction?   

In sport 

Everyday life interaction 

Craftsmanship 

Surgery 
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Interactional Touch Points (ITP) during a Customer Trust 
Journey (CTJ): Building trust action-by-action  

Observations and field records from 5 shops in Denmark   
+ 50 interviews with employees and customers 
+ 450 hours of video recordings (fixed camera and video contextual inquiry)  
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The quality of the customer experience  
is (also) in the micro-ecological details  

1.  A rich local environment 
with many different 
semiotic resources 
available for participants, 
e.g. hand, gaze, head 
movement, objects, etc. 

2.   Multiactivity setting 
and cooperative actions  

3.   Trust is established 
action-by-action in 
micro-ecologies. 

4.   Customer satisfaction 
may depend on the 
successfulness of  these 
micro-ecologies.       
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 The framework: Opticians “professional vision”/professional touch: 
 

 
•  Garfinkel, H. and E. Livingston (2003). “Phenomenal 

Field Properties of  the Order of  Service in Formatted 
Queues and Their Neglected Standing in the Current 
Situation of  Enquiry”. Visual Studies, 18 (1) 21–8. 
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Management of  Customer Interaction. Sociological 
Research Online, (9) 4, 
www.socresonline.org.uk/9/4/brown.html. 

•  Clark, C., P. Drew and T. Pinch (1994). Managing 
Customer ‘Objections’ During Real-Life Sales 
Negotiations. Discourse and Society, 5 (4): 437–62. 
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Prospect Affiliation and Rapport in Real-Life Sales 
Encounters. Discourse Studies, 5: 5–31. 

•  Clark, C., T. Pinch (2011) ”Some major organisational 
consequences of  some ‘minor’, organised conduct: 
evidence from a video analysis of  pre-verbal service 
encounters in a showroom retail store” In Llewellyn 
and Hindmarsh Organisation, Interaction and Practice 
Studies of  Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis. 
Cambridge University Press  

EM/CA work on locally produced shop interaction  

•  Nevile, M., Haddington, P., Heinemann, T., Rauniomaa, M. (2014). “On 
the interactional ecology of  objects” in (eds.) Nevile et al. Interacting with 
objects: Language, materiality, and social activity. John Benjamins.  
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Participation, Language and Bodies in Interaction”, University of  Basel, 
24-27 june, 2015 

•  Hindmarsh, J. Reynolds, P. Dunne, S. (2011). Exhibiting understanding: 
The body in apprenticeship. Journal of  Pragmatics 43 (2011) 489–503 

•  Goodwin, C. (1995). Professional vision. American Anthropologist, 96, 
606-633. 

 

 
•  Gibson, W., Webb, H., & Lehn, D. vom. (2011). Re‐constituting social 

praxis: an ethnomethodological analysis of  video data in optometry 
consultations. International Journal of  Social Research Methodology, 14(3),  

•  Webb, H., Heath, C., vom Lehn, D., & Gibson, W. (2013). Engendering 
Response: Professional Gesture and the Assessment of  Eyesight in 
Optometry Consultations. Symbolic Interaction, 36(2), 137–158.  

•  Webb, H., Lehn, D. vom, Heath, C., Gibson, W., & Evans, B. J. W. (2013). 
The Problem With “Problems”: The Case of  Openings in Optometry 
Consultations. Research on Language and Social Interaction, 46(1), 65–83.  

On objects as semiotic resources with locally produced 
meanings and relevancies: doing being professional   

Actions in Optometry Consultations 
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The coordinated hand-to-
hand passing’s  
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Coordinated hand-to-hand: “The professional passing”. 
Moving object into passing-position. Open Hand Neutral 
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Coordinated hand-to-hand: “The layman passing” 
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1. CU:  altså jeg ka’ egentlig nok bedst li’ den <fac::on>= 
 you know’ i probably like that <sha:pe> the most  

 
 
 
 
2. OP:  nåé  °så prøv’vi (bare den)°   

 ohé  °we’ll just try (that one then)°  
 
 
 
3. CU:           = men men den er ba:reê (0.8) 

          but but this is ju:stê  
 
 
 

  

#1: CU points at the glasses. OP 
are ready with another pair off 
glasses in her hand. Glass 
temples pointing at CU.  
 
#2: CU shows the shape with her 
fingers. OP gets ready to take 
glass with a hand going upwards 
and her body following.  
 
 
 
 

#1 

#2 
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4. CU:  den er os’ bare meget kraftig >det er også farven tror jeg< 

 this is also just very strong >it is also the colors i think<  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. CU:  der gør at den blir  (0.5) såd’n li:ge ind i mit hove 

 which makes it feel like (0.5) su:ch right in my face 
 
 
 
6. OP:        JA (.)  men 

     YES (.) but  

#4 

#3 

OP nods when CU speaks 

 
CU moves her head 
and whole body 
backwards. OP lifts 
her head and 
eyebrowns.  
 
 
 
 

#5 #6 

  

CU have two pairs of glasses 
in her hands. Gazing at OP 
while talking. OP withdraws 
her hand, gazes back at CU 
and nods.  
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7. OP:  detê er det jo (.) men du kan bedst li den faconé   

 thatê is that (.) but you like that shape the mosté 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. CU:  ja det tror jeg faktisk  

 yes i actually think so  
 
9. OP:  ahr’men så hopper vi på den (.) 

 ahr’well then we jump on that one 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. OP  fremfor den anden (1.7)  

 instead of the other  
 
 
 
 

#7 CU holds two pair of glasses. #8 OP gets ready to 
point at one of the pairs. #9 OP approaches glasses.   

#7 #8 

#9 

#10 OP approaches 
with open hand. #11 
CU looks away. OP 
starts taking glasses 
with precision grib. #12 
OP grabs glasses and 
CU starts letting go. 
#13 CU looks at other 
glasses. OP takes 
glasses.     

#14 CU grabs the glasses between the glass. Ready to place it on the wall. Op approaches with hand and body. #15 CU 
looks away while starting to lowering her arm. OP stretch her arm with open hand. #16 Op moves her body on line with 
CU and grabs the glasses. CU still looks away.    
  

#10 #11 #12 #13 

#14 #15 #16 
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10. OP:  (ikke kig så mange) og så kan man næsten ik (0.3)  

 (not look so many) and then you can hardly (0.3) 
 
12. OP:  så det blir for me:get af det samme iké  

 it becomes to much of the same righté 

#17 #18 

#20 

#19 

#21 

#17 CU looks away down on glass 
wall with glass temples pointing 
towards wall while OP grabs glass 
temple. #18 CU starts letting go. #19 
CU further lets go while OP moves 
glass upwards. CU hands follow 
mmotion upwards.  

#20 CU lookes away with still open hand. OP holds the glass with to fingers on temple. #21 OP keeps moving hand and 
arm upwards towards glass wall and she places them on the wall. CU gazes at the placement.    
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The uncoordinated hand-
to-hand passing’s  
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Uncoordinated Hand-to-hand. ”The Layman passing”.  
Unfamiliar object position  
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Uncoordinated Hand-to-hand. “The professional passing”.  
Moving object into passing-position. Open Hand Supine.  
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Proxemics  
Close intimate distance (0-15 cm)  
Far intimate distance (15-46 cm) 
Personal distance (46-122 cm) 

Edward T. Hall (1969 The Hidden Dimension. Anchor Books 
Kendon, A. (1976). Models and Epistemologies in the Study of Interaction. Man-Environment Systems,  

Close 
intimate 
distance 

Far 
intimate 
distance 

Personal 
intimate 
distance 
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The coordinated hand-to-
face passing’s 

- close intimate distance   
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Coordinated Hand-to-face. “Professional putting on”. 
Freeze and “an open posture collaboration”. Hair-movement and 
“Shepherding the customer” 
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The uncoordinated hand-
to-face passing’s  
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Coordinated passing                                        Uncoordinated passing 
(embodied alignment)                                         (embodied disalignment) 
(intercorporeal knowing)                                     (intercorporeal not-knowing) 
 

 
Hand-to-Hand 
Far intimate space 

“Coordinated hand-to-hand” 
 
  
 
 

“Uncoordinated hand-to-hand” 
 
  

 Hand-to-Face 
Close intimate space  
 

 
“Coordinated hand-to-face” 
 
Open posture collaboration 

 
“Uncoordinated hand-to-face” 
 
On guard in intimate space  
 

The order of passing's in a eyeglass shop: embodied sequence organization 
The Accomplishment-of-a-Passing-for-the-here-And-now-Purpose (APAP) 

 (1) 
“The professional passing” 
- Delivering the glasses  

(2) 
 “The layman passing”  
- Taking the glasses 

 (1)  
“The professional passing” 
- Mistaken delivery and repair  

(2)  
“The layman passing”  
- Unfamiliar object position   
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Close 
intimate 
distance 

Far 
intimate 
distance 

Hand-to-Face.  
Close intimate space 

Customers practices: 
Active: “Fight” (arms up) 
Passive: Freeze 

Hand-to-hand 
Far intimate space 

Customers practices: 
Active: collaborating 
Passive: unawareness 

The micro-ecologies of cooperative “threat management”. 
The practical and accountable Accomplishment-of-a-
Passing-for-the-here-And-now-Purpose (APAP).  
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THANK YOU  
 

 
 
BRIAN L. DUE 
University of Copenhagen  
bdue@hum.ku.dk   


